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Dear Reader,
Have you overcome the shock I caused inside your brain, by addressing you from my lawless position as
a victum of dictatorship the Netherlands?
I've got severe headaches tóó, but we have no time to waste.
Its of utmost importance that you start to use the Web for distributing knowledge around the World.
Leave the old-fashion methods for communication written down in PR-books.
You must have read my talks to Putin...Oh, believe me, the Kremlin does read them!
And they even answered me in their regular speeches from politics.
The whole world knows about the fact that I publish growing dictatorship NL on the Web, except the
parliament Balkenende & Co.
China reads my site from november 2005, so does the Middle-East.
Africa, about 12 months... Afghanistan more than 1 year. USA & Estonia since 1 september 2007.
I have had only 1 Dutch stalker over the past 2 years. Even the Dutch won't dare to stalk me anymore
because they are afraid for Russia & China. Excellent!
The Netherlands is 50% dictatorship.
When ICC does not start to proceed on my file against the Dutch supreme court, parliament Balkenende
& municipal Bloemendaal, we will be 60-70% dictatorship soon.
First business people wil feel this, second the unemployed and third the average family.
There is no need for wars, not even for food & fuel.
The only thing we have to do is start to use the Web as its supposed to be used.
For example: Green energy
The NL-media must be closed down today; they break knowledge down instead of distributing it.
So we move on to CNN, National Geographic, Discovery-channel...enz...
There we learn that developers already can produce oil/fuel from alga in plastic bags in the sun near the
desert... Thus , while we are wasting food as source for Green-energy in the plastics-industry, we can
produce Green-energy in plastic green-houses to stop wars with....
This situation only occurs because we invest time, money & energy in the wrong production-lines.
We publish a Top 2000 for Popmusic on the radio, but we don't publish a Top 2000 hit-list for Greenenergy on the Web & media.
People are not informed in time, so wars break out, before individuals are educated on
● 'how to prevent wars from starting at home, at work & in the community'
● 'how to protect yourself when you are a war-victum'.
The Dutch are annoying lazy individuals, who turn live into an awful song...!
So, I search for people who want to build a 'New network on the Web', to make politics stop wars and
make Court of law write verdicts/decrees achored in Human Right-treaties.
Ove the past 6 years I learned a lot:
● When you don't work with lawbooks in your documents, nobody will.
● When you don't demand your human rights in your file, nobody will give it to you.
● When you go to court for claiming your human rights, you run into court-corruption, even in NL.
● When you go to Internation Courts of Law, you run into racism & favourism with
parliaments/governments.
● When you want to communicate with 'new people from new countries', you have to forget the
political- & university thinking-patterns and develop you personal 'simple communication-course
= show new people which thinking- & behavioral-patterns you need for conflict-ending'.

●

When you are a poor individual, the middle-class & richer people will run away from you, mainly
because they are to lazy to read lawbooks for peace-keeping. Poor people have a lot of self-pitty
= they state: 'We are poor, so we need assistance with our files and we can't read or use laws'.
Well, I have no money to pay all the bills or to buy a washer, but I can read...and write letters!!!
Oh, in NL people with enough money to spend, don't read at all! Or, they read to prolong
corruption, aware of the fact the NL-media is to stupid to discover these procedures.

When you want 'to level with the rest of the World', you just have to start 'to level':
● You can only educate others by showing them 'how to work with policies, evidence &
procedures you need for your Fair trade, EKO & NLF-life-style at home, work &
community'
● When you are too poor, you have to stepp over your pride and start to work for free =
when you beat the corrupt powerful people by publishing your needs on the Web, you
will be in charge... one day... and corruption will slow down... So will wars, shortages
for food & raw materials...or lack of knowledge.
● Give foreign-countries info they need to build 'good practise in their file at home, at
work & in the community'...and exchange all 'bad & good experencies online'.
● Make yourself stronger by truth-telling; your spirit will get used to it ands demand
truth-telling from the Devil on your path.
It provides in self-esteem, self-confidence & self-counsious
● Make national parliaments - suffering from megalomania for psychopatic rituals to kill
with in the bureaucracy - work with NLF-facts
Ukraine, its time to say 'good buy'.
You 've got lots of 'new work' to do... and there are no robots for available, yet.
I just started to work with Open Letters, a highly effective communication-method on the Web for people
who are suppressed....

Have a nice day,
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